Peptide and protein sequence analysis by electron transfer dissociation mass spectrometry
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Peptide sequence analysis using a combination of gas-phase ion/ion chemistry and tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is demonstrated. Single charged anthracene anions transfer an electron to multiply protonated peptides in a radio frequency quadrupole linear ion trap (QLT) and induce fragmentation of the peptide backbone along pathways that are analogous to those observed in electron capture dissociation. Modifications to the QLT that enable this ion/ion chemistry are presented, and automated acquisition of high-quality, single-scan electron transfer dissociation MS/MS spectra of phosphopeptides separated by nanoflow HPLC is described.

Peptide and protein sequence analysis by electron transfer dissociation mass spectrometry, with QIT, quadrupole time-of-flight, and QLT instruments, is presently performed with some form of collision-activated dissociation (CAD). In this process, peptides that are protonated more or less randomly on backbone amide nitrogen atoms are kinetically excited and undergo collisions with an inert gas such as helium or argon. During each collision, imparted translational energy is converted to vibrational energy that then is rapidly distributed throughout all covalent bonds (picosecond time scale). Fragment ions are formed when the internal energy of the ion exceeds the activation barrier required for a particular bond cleavage. As shown in Fig. 2, fragmentation of protonated amide bonds affords a homologous series of complementary product ions of types b and y. Again, mass differences observed between homologous members of an ion series allow assignment of a particular amino acid to the extra residue in the larger fragment and thus facilitate peptide sequence analysis.

Successful peptide identification by either ECD or CAD can be achieved only when product ions from a complete or nearly trapped. Despite proposals to circumvent this difficulty (29–31), none have been implemented to date. As a result, ECD remains a technique exclusively used with FTICR, the most expensive type of MS instrumentation.

Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance; PTM, posttranslational modification; RF, radio frequency; QIT, RF 3D quadrupole ion trap; QLT, RF linear 2D quadrupole ion trap; CAD, collision-activated dissociation; MS/MS, tandem MS; CI, chemical ionization; ETD, electron transfer dissociation; nHPLC, nanoflow HPLC; ESI, electrospray ionization; μESI, micro-ESI.
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Six years ago, McLafferty and coworkers (1) introduced a unique method for peptide/protein ion fragmentation: electron capture dissociation (ECD). In this method, multiply protonated peptides or proteins are confined in the Penning trap of a Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer and exposed to electrons with near-thermal energies. Capture of a thermal electron by a protonated peptide is exothermic by $\sim 6 \text{ eV} \times 1.602 \times 10^{-19} \text{ J}$ and causes the peptide backbone to fragment by a nonergodic process, e.g., one that does not involve intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (2–5). One pathway for this process involves generation of an odd-electron hypervalent species (RNH3+) that dissociates to produce RNH2 and a hydrogen radical (6). As shown in Fig. 1, addition of H± to the carbonyl groups of the peptide backbone leads to a homologous series of complementary fragment ions of types c and z. Addition of H± to an amide nitrogen, a secondary pathway, leads to the formation of carbon monoxide plus a homologous series of complementary fragment ions of types a and y. Subtraction of the m/z values for the fragments within a given ion series that differ by a single amino acid affords the mass and thus the identity of the extra residue in the larger of the two fragments. The complete amino acid sequence of a peptide is deduced by extending this process to all homologous pairs of fragments within a particular ion series.

Because ECD occurs along the peptide backbone in a sequence-independent manner, preserves posttranslational modifications (PTMs) (7–14), and can be implemented on a millisecond time scale with precursor-to-product ion conversion efficiencies that approach 30% (15–21), it has become the technique of choice for the analysis of peptide and proteins with FTICR mass spectrometers (22–28). Unfortunately, ECD in its most efficient form requires that the precursor sample ions be immersed in a dense population of near-thermal electrons. Emulating these conditions in the instruments used most commonly for peptide and protein analyses, those that trap ions with radio frequency (RF) electrostatic fields rather than with static magnetic and electric fields, remains technically challenging. Thermal electrons introduced into the RF fields of RF 3D quadrupole ion trap (QIT), quadrupole time-of-flight, or RF linear 2D quadrupole ion trap (QLT) instruments maintain their thermal energy only for a fraction of a microsecond and are not
complete distribution of amide backbone cleavages are observed in the corresponding tandem MS (MS/MS) spectrum. CAD often fails in this regard when the peptide contains (i) multiple Arg residues, which inhibit random protonation along the peptide backbone, or (ii) a PTM that dissociates by a lower energy pathway than that involved in cleavage of the amide linkage. Peptides containing phosphorylated Ser or Thr residues are examples of the latter case. In the gas phase, phosphate competes with the peptide backbone as a preferred site of protonation and consequently, after collision activation, undergoes nucleophilic attack with the peptide backbone as a preferred site of protonation and occurs on a time scale that is short compared with internal energy distribution. Multiply protonated peptides, and those with PTMs, all fragment more or less randomly along the peptide backbone and are easily sequenced. For this reason, CAD holds great promise as a comprehensive peptide dissociation method, one that is suitable for large species and indifferent to either peptide sequence or the presence of labile PTMs.

Development of an ECD-like dissociation method for use with a low-cost, widely accessible mass spectrometer such as the QLT would have obvious utility for protein sequence analysis. Because storage of thermal electrons in an RF ion-containment field seems problematic at best, we investigated the possibility of using negatively charged peptide cations. From our extensive experience with anions with sufficiently low electron affinities could function as suitably massive, one-electron donors. Electron transfer to protonated peptides should be exothermic by 4–5.5 eV, trigger release of a hydrogen radical, and initiate fragmentation via the same nonergodic pathways accessed in ECD.

Here we describe (i) modifications of a QLT mass spectrometer to enable ion/ion experiments, (ii) a method of fragmenting multiply protonated peptides, electron transfer dissociation (ETD), and (iii) automated acquisition of high-quality, single-scan ETD tandem mass spectra from phosphopeptides separated by nanoflow HPLC (nHPLC).

Materials and Methods

Instrument Modification and Operation. All experiments were performed with a commercial QLT, the Finnigan LTQ mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron, Waltham, MA) equipped with a modified nanoflow electrospray ionization (ESI) source. The LTQ was modified to accommodate a Finnigan 4500 CI source (Thermo Electron) placed at the rear of the instrument. The anion beam was gated by on/off control of the RF voltages applied to the octopole ion guides, which transport the anions from the CI source to the QLT. Fig. 4 displays a schematic of the linear ion trap with ESI and CI sources located at either end of the three-segment device. To generate and analyze the products of ion/ion reactions, instrument control software (ITCl code) was modified to incorporate the scan events diagrammed in Fig. 4 into the standard QLT MS® scan function.

Sample Introduction. Multiply charged (protonated) peptides were generated by ESI. A 40% aqueous acetonitrile solution (with 0.1% acetic acid), containing peptides at 1 pmol/μl, was infused from a SilicaTip fused silica emitter (30-μm tip, New Objective, Woburn, MA). Samples included angiotensin I (DRVYIHPFHL, Sigma-Aldrich) and the in-house-synthesized phosphopeptides: LPISASHpSpSKTR, APVAPRPAPTPNLSK, and DRpSPiRiPgSPiR. Negative CI, with methane buffer gas (MG Industries, Malvern, PA), was used to produce negative ions of anthracene (Aldrich). Anthracene was introduced to the CI source through an improvised heated-batch inlet consisting of a gas chromatograph oven and a heated transfer line assembly (Thermo Electron) connected to a fused silica restrictor column.

Chromatography. An Agilent (Palo Alto, CA) 1100 series binary HPLC system was interfaced with the QLT mass spectrometer for online peptide separation and analysis by nHPLC-microESI-MS (nHPLC-mESI-MS/MS).

Synthetic Peptide Analysis. A mixture of 10 synthetic peptides (1–100 fmol) was loaded onto a polyimide-coated, fused-silica microcapillary “precolumn” (360 μm o.d. × 75 μm i.d.; Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix) that was butt-connected with polytetrafluoroethylene tubing [0.06 in. o.d. × 0.012 in. i.d. (1 in. = 2.54 cm), Zeus Industrial Products, Orangeburg, SC] to an analytical column. This column (360 μm o.d. × 50 μm i.d.) was made with 5 cm of 5-μm C18 reverse-phase packing material (YMC, Kyoto) and equipped with an integrated, laser-pulled, electrospray emitter tip (34). Peptides were eluted at a flow rate of 60 nl/min with the following gradient: 0–100% B in 17 min, 100–0% B in 18 min [A, 100 mM aqueous acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich); B, 100 mM acetic acid in 70:30 acetonitrile (Mallinkrodt)/water]. Spectra were recorded under data-dependent settings. The instrument cycled through acquisition of a full-scan mass spectrum (300–600 m/z) and three ETD MS/MS spectra recorded on the three most abundant ions in the full-scan mass spectrum (≈1 sec per cycle).

Complex Mixture Analysis. A 300-μg aliquot of purified nuclear proteins was digested with trypsin (Promega; 1:20, enzyme/
substrate) in 100 mM NH₄HCO₃ (pH 8.5) overnight at 37°C. The solution was acidified with acetic acid and taken to dryness. Peptides were converted to methyl esters as described in ref. 35. Reagents were removed by lyophilization, and the sample was reconstituted in a mixture containing equal parts MeOH, MeCN, and 0.01% acetic acid. Enrichment of phosphopeptides was performed by loading half of the sample onto an Fe⁺³-activated immobilized metal affinity chromatography column (360 μm o.d. × 100 μm i.d.) packed with 6 cm of POROS 20 MC metal chelate affinity-chromatography packing material (PerSeptive Biosystems, Framingham, MA). Phosphopeptides were eluted onto a C₁₈ microcapillary precolumn (described above) by using 15 μl of 250 mM ascorbic acid (Sigma). The precolumn was butt-connected to an analytical column (described above), and phosphopeptides were eluted with the following gradient: 0–60% B in 60 min; 60–100% B in 70 min. Spectra were recorded as described above except that the top five most abundant ions in the full-scan MS were selected for MS/MS (ETD; cycle time, ~1.5 sec).

When C₁₂H₁₀ and C₁₄H₁₂ are reacted (~50 msec) with (M + 3H)⁺ ions from LPISASHpSpSKTR, they function both as bases and as one-electron reducing agents. Proton abstraction generates the (M + 2H)⁺ ions and (M + H)⁺ products observed in the ion clusters centered at m/z 722 and 1443, respectively. Also present in these clusters is a population of ions having compositions corresponding to (M + 3H)⁺ ions from the odd-electron ion components and b- and y-type fragment ions from the even-electron ion components (data not shown). From the isotopic distribution we estimate that 30–50% of the charge-transfer product ions are noncovalently bound yet dissociated precursor ions. These are easily dissociated by CAD.

Electron transfer also leads to the direct generation of c- and z-type fragment ions from the odd-electron ion components and b- and y-type fragment ions from the even-electron ion components (data not shown). From the isotopic distribution we estimate that 30–50% of the charge-transfer product ions are noncovalently bound yet dissociated precursor ions. These are easily dissociated by CAD.

Electron transfer also leads to the direct generation of c- and z-type fragment ions from the odd-electron ion components and b- and y-type fragment ions from the even-electron ion components (data not shown). From the isotopic distribution we estimate that 30–50% of the charge-transfer product ions are noncovalently bound yet dissociated precursor ions. These are easily dissociated by CAD.

$$C_{12}H_{10} + e \rightarrow C_{12}H_{10}^-$$  
$$C_{14}H_{12}^+ + CH_4 \rightarrow C_{14}H_{12}H_3^+ + CH_4$$

Results

Shown in Fig. 5 is a single-scan ETD mass spectrum recorded on (M + 3H)⁺ ions from the doubly phosphorylated, synthetic peptide LPISASHpSpSKTR. Total acquisition time for this spectrum was 300 msec. Positive ions to be dissociated were generated at the front end of the QLT by ESI of an infused solution containing the sample at the 1 pmol/μl level. The resulting full-scan spectrum contained a mixture of (M + 3H)⁺ ions and (M + 2H)⁺ ions at m/z 482 and 722, respectively.

Reagent anions for the electron transfer reaction were generated in a CI source attached to the back of the QLT. Bombardment of methane gas at 1 torr (1 torr = 133 Pa) pressure with 70-eV electrons generates positively charged reagent ions, CH₃⁺ and C₂H₅⁺, plus a population of thermal or near-thermal electrons (32, 33). When anthracene, C₁₄H₁₀, is volatilized into the CI source, the major anions produced are even-electron species, m/z 177 and 179, having the formulas C₁₂H₁₀ and C₁₄H₁₂, respectively. We assume that the latter species is formed by a two-step process that involves electron capture and hydrogen atom abstraction from methane (Eqs. 1 and 2). This conclusion is supported by the finding that m/z 179 is not observed when argon is used as the CI reagent gas (data not shown).

$$C_{12}H_{10} + e \rightarrow C_{12}H_{10}^-$$  
$$C_{14}H_{12}^+ + CH_4 \rightarrow C_{14}H_{12}H_3^+ + CH_4$$
and account for 31% of the total product-ion current. Note that only four members of c- and z-type ion series are missing. Two of these occur at \( m/z \) values that overlap with the ion cluster corresponding to the abundant \((M + 2H)^{+2}\) species. The other two c- and z-type fragment ions are not produced because their formation involves cleavage of the N–CH bond in the ring system of Pro. When this bond is broken, the new fragments remain attached through the other atoms in the ring. Accordingly, formation of c- and z-type product ions containing the N and C termini of Pro, respectively, are not observed in either ECD or ETD spectra.

To demonstrate the feasibility of generating ETD spectra on a chromatographic time scale, we analyzed a mixture containing 10 synthetic peptides at the 1- to 100-fmol level by nHPLC-ESI-MS. Shown in Fig. 6A is an ion chromatogram containing signals corresponding to \((M + 3H)^{+3}\) ions at \( m/z \) 433, 524, and 434 for DRVYIHPFHL \(( \sim 100 \text{ fmol})\), APVAPRPAApTPNLK \(( \sim 10 \text{ fmol})\), and DRpSPIRGpSPR \(( \sim 1 \text{ fmol})\), respectively. Peak widths are in the range of 10–14 sec.

With the instrument operating in the data-dependent mode, multiple single-scan ETD spectra (in this case 500–600 msec per spectrum) were recorded for each sample. Single-scan ETD spectra for two of the peptides, DRVYIHPFHL and DRpSPIRGpSPR, are shown in Fig. 6B and C, respectively. For angiotensin, DRVYIHPFHL, 14 of 18 possible c- and z-type product ions are present in the ETD spectrum (Fig. 6B). Those that are absent either occur at very low \( m/z \) values or cannot be observed because they are formed by cleavage of the Pro ring system. The single-scan ETD spectrum recorded on 1 fmol of the doubly phosphorylated peptide, DRpSPIRGpSPR, is displayed in Fig. 6C. Even at this sample level the spectrum contains 12 of 18 possible c- and z-type fragment ions. Four of the six missing are involved in the cleavage of the five-membered ring systems of the two Pro residues. Both of the above peptides are easily sequenced from the observed fragment ions.

Displayed in Fig. 7 are the conventional CAD and ETD MS/MS spectra generated from \((M + 3H)^{+3}\) ions \(( m/z \) 412) of doubly phosphorylated peptide ERpSLpSRER. Both spectra were acquired during nHPLC analyses of phosphopeptides generated in a tryptic digest of human nuclear proteins. All peptides were converted to methyl esters and subjected to immobilized metal affinity chromatography before analysis by MS. Fragmentation observed in the low-energy CAD spectrum (Fig. 7A) is dominated by ions corresponding to the loss of one and two molecules of phosphoric acid from the side chains of Ser residues. Abundant ions, formed by the additional loss of water or methanol, are also observed. Fragment ions derived from cleavage of the peptide backbone are either absent or present at \(<0.5\%\) relative ion abundance. Sequence analysis, therefore, is impossible.

The information content of the ETD spectrum (Fig. 7B) is dramatically different from that observed in the low-energy CAD spectrum. Ions produced by loss of phosphoric acid are absent, and fragmentation occurs predominately along the peptide backbone. Of 14 possible c- and z-type product ions, 13 are found in the spectrum. These are more than sufficient to define the sequence ERpSLpSRER.

**Discussion**

**ETD.** Ion/ion reactions of multiply protonated peptides with singly charged anions in the QLT yields products associated with
both proton and electron transfer. Some anions function as strong bases and react exclusively by proton abstraction (data not shown). Still others participate in both proton transfer and electron transfer. Observed product ratios depend on the anion structure (data not shown). Appropriately, we expect additional investigation to reveal anions that react primarily via electron transfer. The latter pathway initiates a fragmentation cascade to produce c- and z-type product ions. In some instances fragmentation occurs, but the product ions remain noncovalently bound. Collisional activation of these product ions generates c- and z-type fragments. This same phenomena has been observed in ECD experiments (17–19, 36).

Both the quality and extent of fragmentation shown in Figs. 5–7 and the sample level detected (Fig. 6C) are typical of that observed for spectra recorded to date on hundreds of peptides, including those with PTMs (data not shown). These spectra can be interpreted manually (de novo) or used to search databases, with an algorithm such as SEQUEST, to generate peptide sequences (37). Typically, CAD tandem mass spectra of nonphosphorylated tryptic peptides generate crosscorrelation scores of $\approx 2.0$–$4.0$ (38). With ETD, tandem mass spectra of tryptic peptides with or without PTMs produce crosscorrelation scores ranging from $3.0$ to $6.5$. Further enhancement of these scores is likely once SEQUEST is adapted to consider features that are uniquely characteristic of ETD fragmentation (e.g., absence of c- and z-type fragments adjacent to Pro).

**Instrumentation.** A by-product of this investigation is the development of an ion/ion instrument based on a radial ejection QLT mass spectrometer. Conventional QLT devices use dc potentials to provide axial ion containment. Consequently, only ions of a single polarity can be confined within any given region or segment of the trap, which precludes use of the commercial QLT for ion/ion experiments. In our modified QLT, co-trapping of cations and anions is accomplished entirely by RF confinement fields. Secondary RF fields, imposed by superposition of RF voltages to the end lenses of the QLT, provided the required charge-sign-independent axial trapping.

The QLT instrument has several unique advantages over QIT instruments for performing ion/ion experiments, including greater ion capacity ($\approx 30$-fold) and higher ion-injection efficiency ($\approx 10$- to $30$-fold) (39). As illustrated in Fig. 4, manipulation of the dc bias potentials, applied to the QLT’s segments and end lenses, permits axial segregation of precursor cations and reagent anions during anion injection and isolation. Initiation and termination of the ion/ion reaction is controlled by adjustment of these dc bias potentials. The physical geometry of the apparatus is also advantageous, because different types of ions may be injected from either end of the device by using two different ion sources. Furthermore, because anions are injected along the null axis of the RF quadrupole field, they suffer a minimal kinetic excitation. Anions injected in this manner are less likely to undergo electron detachment during stabilizing collisions with the helium buffer gas. “Soft” injection of anions was a key consideration in choosing a QLT for this work, because it was anticipated that the best anion electron donors might also be susceptible to premature electron detachment.

**Future Directions.** The commercial QLT instrument, modified for this research, was not engineered for experiments involving ion/ion reactions. Future linear trap instruments designed for this purpose will undoubtedly contain additional segments plus controls for superposition of multiple RF, ac, and dc fields. These features will allow implementation of even more extensive ion/ion manipulations, which almost certainly will include fully independent isolation of precursor and reagent ion clusters plus the experiments pioneered by McLuckey et al. (40–46) for charge-state reduction and gas-phase (charge-state) concentration on the QIT instrument. Additionally, we envision implementing techniques that prevent ETD products from undergoing subsequent ion/ion reactions that lead to either neutralization of charge or formation of additional fragments.

Because the time scales for performing CAD, ETD, and proton transfer (charge reduction) in the QLT are short (tens of milliseconds), multiple ion-reaction steps can be incorporated into individual MS/MS or MS/MS experiments. In the context of “bottom-up” proteomics-type experiments (data-dependent HPLC MS/MS analyses of peptides generated by enzymatic digestion of protein mixtures), we expect ETD to promote the use of proteolytic enzymes such as Lys-C or Asp-N, which generate peptides having an average length of 20–22 residues. With ESI, such peptides are converted to precursor ions having three to six charges and thus are ideal candidates for ETD. Following ETD, we foresee use of an ion/ion, proton-abstraction reaction (charge reduction) to ensure that c- and z-type fragment ions are predominately in the $+1$ charge state before mass analysis.

For “top-down”-type analyses (direct characterization of intact proteins or large peptides by MS/MS experiments), we envision merging the ECD MS/MS technology developed for FTICR instruments by McLafferty and coworkers (47–49) with the ion/ion CAD MS/MS technology developed for the QIT instrument by McLuckey and coworkers (50–54). Based on preliminary results (data not shown), we believe that a protocol using MS3 experiments could be ideal for generating sequence information from small proteins or large peptides. A typical MS3 experiment might include the following steps: (i) gas-phase concentration (charge reduction by proton transfer with “ion parking”) to convert the initial heterogeneous mixture of charge states observed for proteins ionized by ESI to a single charge state (precursor ion $m/z$); (ii) $m/z$ isolation and CAD of the precursor ions to create a limited set of large product ions [either b-type ions produced by cleavage C-terminal to Asp residues or y-type ions formed by cleavage N-terminal to Pro residues (55)]; (iii) $m/z$ isolation and ETD of a single CAD product ion; and (iv) $m/z$ analysis of the second-generation product ions. The resultant ETD MS3 spectrum would yield sequence information derived from a single b- or y-type intermediate product ion (MS2 product ion). A series of such MS3 experiments would generate sequence information for all the major intermediate product ions.

In the protocol described above, the first dissociation step (CAD) is analogous to the enzymatic digestion step in the conventional bottom-up proteomics analyses. The MS3 spectra correspond to the MS2 spectra obtained from tryptic peptides. However, in the proposed MS3 protocol, each MS3 spectrum of a b- or y-type product ion provides sequence information for a portion of a protein for which the molecular mass is known.

**Summary**

We have developed a methodology (ETD) that facilitates peptide sequence analysis by a combination of ion/ion chemistry and MS/MS. We demonstrate that anthracene anions transfer an electron to multiply protonated peptides in a QLT instrument and induce fragmentation of the peptide backbone along pathways that are analogous to those observed in ECD. We describe modifications to the QLT instrument that enable this ion/ion chemistry and present data that document the utility of the ETD process for sequence analysis peptides in complex mixtures by nHPLC and MS/MS. ETD is particularly well suited for characterization of peptides containing PTMs. We also outline experiments that use a combination of ion/ion chemistry (proton-transfer reactions), CAD, and ETD to characterize the primary structure of intact proteins. Finally, we suggest that the gas-phase ion/ion chemistry will become an indispensable tool for peptide and protein sequence analysis in the near future and...
is likely to drive the development of new MS instrumentation and software.
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